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POLICY

Disaster Prevention and Recovery

Establishment of a community with strengthened disaster preparedness, and disaster recovery capabilities
―The Basic Principles―
We will promote a safe and prepared city that is well
equipped to handle disasters.
We aim to construct a city which can sustain city functions and vital maintenance even in the case of disaster.
Our citizens, companies and government will support
each other to improve community strength in order to
minimize disaster risk.
After disaster strikes, our city development will focus on
the long-term recovery.
We will develop strategies to prevent ﬂooding disaster, as
well as to minimize the damage from such events.
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Around the State Guest House area

Around the Aoyama
Cemetery area
Aoyama-itchome Sta.

Akasaka Sta.

Gaiemmae Sta.

Toranomon Sta.

Omote-sando Sta.

Around the Aoyama
Cemetery area

Shimbashi Sta.

Roppongi Sta.

Around the Shiba Park &
Keio University area
Azabu-juban Sta.

Around the Arisugawa-no-miya
Memorial Park area

Hamamatucho Sta.

Around the Shiba Park &
Keio University area

Tamachi Sta.

Shirokane-takanawa Sta.

Around the Institute of Nature Study
& University of the Secret Heart Tokyo area
Odaiba-kaihinkōen Sta.

Takanawa 3-chome & 4-chome
Gotenyama district

Shinagawa Sta.

Earthquake disaster

Flood damage

Special emergency transportation routes (Motorways)

Districts focused on tsunami flood
prevention

Special emergency transportation routes (Non-motorways)

Districts focused on heavy rain flood
prevention

Emergency transportation routes

Underground shopping malls in which
smooth and rapid evacuation is needed
in the case of a flooding disaster

Roads designed as firebreak belts (main roads)
Roads designed as firebreak belts (local roads)
Wide-area evacuation sites
Residual areas in the city
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POLICY

Urban planning roads

Cityscape

Building a city full of pride and passion, with a
cityscape abundant in scenic locations and character
―The Basic Principles―
We will continue to build a cityscape with rich resources,
open waterfronts and greenspaces, rolling topography,
and historic architecture which will serve as the core of
the cityʼs highlights.
We will design an appealing townscape by utilizing local
character.
Minato citizens, companies, and government will communicate, discuss, and share our thoughts regarding
cityscape development at length; we promise to
improve our city with pride and passion.
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Around the Outer Moat of Edo Castle

Around Jingu-gaien
Gingko-Lined Street

Aoyama-itchome Sta.
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Akasaka Sta.

Gaiemmae Sta.

Toranomon Sta.

Around Loop Road No.2

Around Aoyama-dori

Shimbashi Sta.
Omote-sando Sta.

Hama-rikyu Gardens &
Kyu-Shiba-rikyu Gardens

Roppongi Sta.

Around Daimon Road

Around the Shiba Park area
Azabu-juban Sta.

Hamamatucho Sta.

Around the Arisugawa-no-miya
Memorial Park area

Around Mita-dori

Tamachi Sta.

Around Platinum Street
Shirokane-takanawa Sta.

Waterfront

Odaiba-kaihinkōen Sta.

Shinagawa Sta.

Shinagawa Station & Upcoming Station

Specially designed cityscape zone

Creating cityscapes which effectively utilizes greenery on an inclined plane

Creating a lively townscape

Creating cityscapes where temples and shrines merge with the historic
atmosphere

Sustaining a peaceful townscape

Creating roadsides and streets where people enjoy walking (Dashed lines
indicate streets in progress)

Creating an appealing townscape which
blends with an open water area

Creating cityscapes by utilizing Furukawa River effectively
Urban planning roads

